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The launching of this melodic arrow by the bows of the violins 

is sharpened by Bruckner's indication to play "with the point." 

The seco nd subject is the simplest of simple ideas, transformed 

by the co mposer's mastery of orchestration into a chorale of utter 

genius. It may be nothing more than "an exercise in modulating 

cadences," techni cally speaking, but one that no student could 

have managed: 
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The immense power of the orchestral unisono is demonstrated 

by the appearance of the main theme in a grand marcato, as the 

most impressive contrast at the composer's disposal: 
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Note the uniquely Brucknerian nature of the transitIOns, that 

sense of quickening life which is exciting like few other things in 

music. There is a section, later, with strings and flutes-delect

ably pastoral but deceivingly calm; we have heard the violin 

theme before, in the slow movement, but in a vastly different 

emotional cast: 
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"The development section," writes Engel, "involving the most 

resourceful manipulation of this given material from gentle play

fulness to titanic grandeur, is a miracle of inspired artistry." The 

various themes appear in inversion and many transformations 

before th ey snowball into a whirling coda. If one listens closely, 

one will di scover the outline of the first movement's main theme 

shining through, played by th e tenor tubas in grandiose triumph. 

The Seventh Symphon y is long; more than one hour. But, as 

Donald Francis Tovey pointed out, astutely as always, length which 

is essential to the size of a work is not the same thing as longeurs, 

or "lengths." The symphon y, one may feel, is both big and great. 

Bruckn er's witty repl y, a neat dou ble-mean ing, to a complaint 

that his symphonies were too long, shall stand as final: "Nein," 

he said , "s ie sind zu kurz." ("No, they are too short.") sie, 

lower case, means they; but Sie, capitalized, pronounced exactly 

the same, means y ou. 

Anton Bru ckner was born at Ansfelden. Upper Austria, in 1824, 

and died in 1896 at Vienna. The four movements of his Seventh 

Symphony are marked as follows: 

1. Allegro moderato, E major, alJa breve 

II. Adagio, Sehr feierlich und se hr langsam (very solemn and 

very slow) , C-sharp minor, 4/ 4 

III. 	 Scherzo: Sehr schnell (very fast), A minor, 3/ 4 

Trio: Etwas langsamer (a little slower), F major, 3 / 4 

IV_ 	 Finale : B~wegt, doch nicht schnell (with motion but not fast), 

E major, alla breve 

The symphony is scored for two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, 

and bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, two 

tenor-tubas and two bass-tubas ("Wagner-Tuben"), contrabass

tuba, timpani, and strings. 

Overture in G minor 

Few, if any, of the great composers were so late in maturing 

as Bruckner. The overture in G minor remains, if compared to 

any of the nine symphonies, a transitional if not a student produc

tion . It is surprising to learn that Bruckner wrote it when he was 

39, in 1863. He was at the time organist a t Linz, studying on the 

side with Otto Kitzler, who was an enthusiastic follower of Wagner, 

and the first co nductor to present a Wagner opera in his city. It 

was that performance of " Tannhauser" in 1863 which, according 

to all of Bruckner's biographers, profoundly changed the course of 

his development, showed him new avenues of musical stru cture 

and technique, and immeasurably widened his emotional horizons. 

While at Linz between 1856 and 1868, Bruckner wrote about 

forty works, mostly for chorus and use in church, some with 

accompaniment of orchestra. The first masses were among these, 

with the D minor Mass (his " first masterpiece") coming only a 

year after the Overture. Three orchestral movements and two 

youthful symphonies date also from those years. The Overture 

was not published, strange to say, until 1921 (edited by Alfred 

Orel) . One cannot say that it deserved such neglect; true, if 
Bruckner had written no music later than this, he would have 

remained a very minor master indeed. But as we follow his growth 

over the years, it is amazing to note the premonitions of his later 

genius in this early work, those certain touches which could 

belong to no one else. 

The Overture begins with a slow introduction. The alternation 

of powerful chords in tonic and dominant, separated by quieter 

interludes, is a classical device, found often in Haydn and Mozart. 

Yet, the interludes here are of thoroughly Wagnerian cast, chro

matic, sens uou s, intensely expressive. As the Allegro opens, we 

are struck by the anachronistic nature of the theme; it could be 

by Mendelssohn , in shape as well as scoring. Schumann may also 

huve had a hand in it. Developing attractively, it slows to a second 

theme which again moves in a more Wagnerian atmosphere. The 

passage at its close is almost a presentiment of Mahler (the " Way

farer" songs, perhaps). How the music again picks up speed is 

very typi cal of Bruckner; we have mentioned the peculiar nature 

of his symphoni c "quickening" before. There are modulations 

which are already characterist ic of the la ter composer, but the 

driving, persistent rh ythm is of a type we associate most often 

with Schuber t, especially th e great C major Symphony, No.9. 

The relationship of Schubert and Bruckner, musically, is a pro

found one, well worth a special study. 

The orchestral blending throughou t th e work is masterly, the 

so und gra ndiloq uen t without pomposity . The most a ttrac tive stroke 

of the wo rk is reserved for the close: th e Coda begins in G major, 

with th e main theme played in very slow tempo by the horns, then 

th e clarinets, then taken up by th e full orchestra in a surge toward 

the finish, in the tonic major. The so nority of this final secti on is 

romanti c and mysterious, and in the best sense original. Bruckner 

himself was to recapture and excel the beauty of this scorin g in 

his la ter music, and Mahler too came to see man y of his most 

insp ired vision s in th ese sylvan el'oca tions. Even if th e Overture 

in G minor cannot as a whole be considered "grea t" Bruckn er, it 

is for us who know the master's ma ture creation a revealing and 

often delightful aspect of his musical youth. 
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